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a b s t r a c t

There is a growing interest in understanding how different actors involved in debates
regarding GMOs produce, justify and mobilize evidence in the face of the ‘unknown
unknowns’ put forward by this technology. Moreover, and in line with the STS literature on
the role of non-expert knowledge and concerned groups in the shaping of GMO regu-
lations, there is an ever-increasing interest in understanding how non-scientific actors –

for example anti-GMO or groups or non-industrial farmers – create and legitimize an
‘evidential culture’.
In this paper we analyze the case of the emergent controversy over GMOs in Chile.
Expanding on the concept of civic epistemology and based on in-depth interviews and
document analyses, we specifically examine how a key sector in the debate – medium and
small farmers – frames its evidences regarding GMOs, what type of trials they mobilize,
and which political strategies are fleshed out.
Our preliminary findings suggest a very particular epistemic configuration, one that we call
hybrid epistemology: a mix epistemology in which free-market claims are entwined with
state intervention demands, consensual political strategies are mixed with perceptions of
strong power inequalities, and science-based rationalities are entangled with experiential
and intuition-based knowledge.
Finally, the paper opens a question about the epistemological impacts of the Chilean
neoliberal experiment on the positions of farmers regarding GMOs.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction: what do we talk about when we talk
about farmers in Latin America?

GM products and seed research undertaken by corpo-
rations only aim to increase their profits and not the
population’s welfare [.] The dominance of bio-
technology and the use of GMOs is moving towards a
world seed oligopoly controlled by just eight major
economic groups [.] Farmers will completely lose
control of seed use and will be totally dependent on

multinational corporations. (Movimento Sem Terra
2003, in Ref. [44] p. 50)

The Brazilian Movimento Sem Terra (MST) is a prime
example of the expected position of small and medium
farmers regarding the GM crop debate in Latin America and
the developing world at large. For the MST the develop-
ment of a GM-based agriculture is, above all, an attack to
their cultural heritage, labor dynamics and socioeconomic
ties. The MST contestation to GM development is not just
based on technical arguments about the economic benefit
of GM crops or their potential environmental and health
risks. As implied in the above citation, MST’s query chal-
lenges the worldview implicitly and explicitly imposed
by the GM sociotechnical arrangement. It thus questions
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how agriculture’s significance is defined, which forms of
knowledge are prioritized, and what should be the form
and content of a politics of rural empowerment. In brief, the
contestation to GM technologies becomes a wider “act of
social resistance” ([38] p. 3).

The case of Chile replicates, inmany senses, the Brazilian
framing. Chilean medium and small farmers also challenge
key features and assumptions of GM developments – mar-
ket liberalization, power inequalities and the margin-
alization of local knowledges. However, our analysis shows
that despite this contestation, Chilean farmers are not
averse, even when opposing GM technologies to market
dynamics, technological development and scientific rea-
soning, nor to political actions enclosed within consensual
and institutionalized spaces. Chilean farmers put forward a
neoliberalized idea of agricultural organization, their
political role within the public arena, and the knowledge
economy they (ought to) mobilize. In this sense, Chilean
farmers do not resist the dominant epistemology that
groups like the MST attack; they foster it.

In order to understand how small and medium farmers
in Chile cope with and make sense of GMOs we expanded
on the concept of civic epistemologies [28,36] and applied
it to subnational and controversy-oriented publics. Applied
in this way, the notion of civic epistemologies serves as an
analytical tool to understand particular collective knowl-
edge framings, associated with specific ways of ordering
economic, political and scientific claims vis-à-vis broader
webs of meaning. Specifically, we claim that Chilean
farmers mobilize an epistemology in which contradictory
understandings regarding the political, economic and sci-
entific nature of GMOs co-exist. This hybrid (civic) epis-
temology indicates the pervasiveness of neoliberalism in
the country, but also how civic epistemologies, when
looked from the micro-sociological perspective of dis-
courses and practices, defy well-structured and coherent
“styles”. Thus the case of Chile calls for a thorough revision
of how farmers are understood and played out in the
accounts on the GMO controversies in Latin America. In the
next section we summarize how the position of farmers
regarding Agbio technologies has usually been framed. In
this section we also develop a more nuanced definition of
civic epistemologies. In the third sectionwe briefly describe
the Chilean case, highlighting the process of neo-
liberalization experienced by the country since the 1970s,
its regulatory framing on GMOs, and key aspects of the
controversy. Next we make a few comments on our
methodology to then turn to our results, describing how
Chilean small and medium farmers assembled their epis-
temologies – economic, political and scientific. Finally, we
present concluding remarks regarding the hybrid nature of
Chilean farmers’ epistemologies.

2. The GMO controversy, civic epistemologies and the
purified farmer

Almost twenty years after the introduction of the first
genetically modified food into the market, the debate over
genetically modified organisms (GMOs) remains con-
tentious [33]. Far from having reached a consensual stage,
the discussion seems to be evermore polarized, intense and

conflictive [9,10,20,25,33]. As with other iconic techno-
logical innovations [5], there is no public consensus about
the risks and benefits involved in the use of GMOs. This is
due, inpart, because incumbent parties havemultiplied, but
also because these concerned agents often frame their
claims as a mix of economic, agricultural, ethical, environ-
mental, political, ecological and cultural issues, thus
assembling a complex web of positions, arguments and
facts. In this context, it has become increasingly important
to understand howdifferent actors put forward and operate
from particular civic epistemologies or the modalities
through which different actors understand and order the
world in relation to political, economic and scientific
objects, evidences and framings [28,36]. This definition,
while based on Jasanoff’s accounts, expands and reorients
civic epistemologies in ways that are worth explaining.

2.1. Towards a controversy-based definition of civic
epistemologies

In this paper we borrow and expand on Jasanoff’ concept
of civic epistemology and apply it to subnational publics
arising from specific policy controversies. Epistemology is
concerned with the production of knowledge: with howwe
get to knowourworld andwhat practices are deployed to do
so. Emphasizing knowledge production and framing, epis-
temology involves social andmaterial processes that include
(and create) perceptions and opinions, but that cannot be
reduced to them. A discrete perception of an object is
embedded in larger modes of knowledge ordering, or what
Tsing [54] calls worlding: processes by which we attribute
worldlike characteristics to our realities. In this sense, per-
ceptions are always entwined in and are dependent on the
worlds we enact to make sense of our experience – and the
knowledge mobilized to deal with it. This is whyMiller [36],
in his reviewof the literature on civic epistemologies, asserts
that knowledge co-produces the “social and political
arrangements” of its production and application. A focus on
epistemology, then, allows for an understanding of the
political orderings that validate perceptions and opinions.

The connection to political arrangements and ordering
is of vital importance for the notion of civic epistemology.
This is, indeed, the raison d’être behind the prefix “civic.”
For civic epistemologies are concerned with a particular
kind of knowledge-making processes: those that are rela-
ted to how publics assess scientific claims [10,27,28]. For
Jasanoff civic epistemologies have two distinct features:
while they are bounded to a specific social realm (scientific
claim-making and -assessment) they are part of the
broader cultural framework of a given society. According to
Jasanoff “these collective knowledge-ways through which
[publics] assess the rationality and robustness of claims
that seek to order their lives” ([25] p. 255) are institution-
alized and systematic practices that are embedded in – and
are part of – national political cultures. Or put differently,
the scale of civic epistemologies is the nation-state. Civic
epistemologies are the result and a representation of how
different national societies have historically organized their
public knowledge-making, public accountability, demon-
strations practices, objectivity registers, expertise founda-
tions and the visibility of expert bodies [27,28].
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